WONDERFUL CRYSTAL WRIST RADIO RECEIVES BROADCASTS UP TO 50 MILES WITH ATTACHED ANTENNA WEAR IT LIKE A WATCH LISTEN IN LIKE A RADIO

Wow! A wrist radio like the one used by the famous detective character that really works. Yes, imagine receiving broadcasts up to about 50 miles, using the antenna attachment. Without attaching the antenna lead-in clip which is included, to a substantial antenna such as the dial stop or telephone, reception is limited to a few miles. Think what fun it will be to have your own personal wrist radio that actually permits you to listen to your own programs without disturbing others, and there are no tubes—nothing to wear out. Makes detective and battle games seem more real, pretending to transmit messages, and getting help in the nick of time. Complete with private earphone.

No. 86  2.98

Only $1.88 STOP WATCH

NOW You Can Time Spruits, Road Races, Horse Races, and Dozens of Other Things.

ONION GUM

Yes — Looks like real chewing gum, but tastes like—like—ONIONS! It’s too funny! 3 stick to a pack.

No. 221  15c

TRICK BLACK SOAP

Ordinary looking piece of soap. Victim washes face and gets blacker and blacker. When he gets a look in the mirror, he’ll be shocked. Harmless.

No. 575  Only 25c

JOY BUZZER

The most popular joke novelty in years! Wind up and wear it like a ring. When you shake hands, it almost raises the victim off his feet with a “shocking sensation.” Absolutely harmless.

No. 239  Only 50c

WHOOPS!

Looks like somebody lost their lunch. It’s nauseatingly real. Light! We wrap it very carefully; it’s so disgustingly real. It may not be nice, but it sure gets reaction. Naturally, it’s made of realistic plastic.

No. 192  75c

WHOOPOS!

A cigar loaded with a trick spring. Cigar bursts when one third smoked and causes a panic.

No. 681  30c

TRICK LOADED CIGAR

X-RAY SPECS—An Hilarious Optical Illusion

Scientific optical principle really works. Imagine—you put on the “X-Ray” Specs and hold your hand in front of you. You see your hand through the lenses and see the bones underneath. Look at your friend. Is there really this bone you “see” under his clothes? Loads of laughs and fun at parties.

No. FL7  $1.00

We cannot ship orders under $1.00
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Look out...he's on your trail and nothing can save you! Beware of this Phantom Avenger, striking out of the Unknown with smashing power...blazing a trail of terror among evil-doers! Beware of the mighty Specter Men called... "Nemesis!"

Story: Shane O'Shea
Art: Pete Costanza

This is...Nemesis! The world grew to know him in many ways. People whispered of his unbelievable strength...

Of his invulnerability to things feared by normal man...
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Well... what sort of being was Nemesis? From whence did he come? Our story opens with the young and famous detective, Steve Flint, being interviewed.

Everyone knows your great record of success against criminals, Mr. Flint. It's as if your life is a constant manhunt... why?

"Heard of sabotage? That's what we've been up against down at National Missile. 'Accidents' like these..."

Normally, that would point to spies, but it's more than that. It turns out we're dealing with the most skilful, dangerous criminal organization in the world... the Mafia!

Well, it's a 19th century secret society which started in Sicily and has spread all over the world... so powerful and revengeful that nobody dares betray it.

But there were other things far more amazing... powers that were supernatural... we can't hold him—he's disappearing!

And those that knew him best... they were supernatural, too...
EXACTLY, STEVE. WE'RE PRETTY CONFIDENT THAT THEY'RE BEHIND THIS WAVE OF SABOTAGE... BUT SO FAR, WE'VE BEEN POWERLESS TO STOP THEM.

I SEE. WHEN G-MEN THEN AND COPIES GET NOWHERE, YOU SEND OUT THE CALL FOR STEVE FLINT, RIGHT?

IT WAS JUST A CRAZY IDEA, YOU'VE GOT EVERY RIGHT TO REFUSE TO HELP... MATTER OF FACT, YOU'D BE NUTS IF YOU DID STICK YOUR NECK OUT.

BUT I'M GOING TO. NOBODY'S EVER BEEN ABLE TO BREAK THE MAFIA YET, BUT YOU KNOW... I'D LIKE TO TRY!

THAT NIGHT... GORATTI, MAFIA CHIEF OF THE UNITED STATES, GOT THE NEWS... BIG DEAL, NOBODY'S BEEN ABLE TO GET ANYTHING ON US YET... AND IT WON'T BE ANY DIFFERENT WITH THIS WISE GUY.

BUT HE DIDN'T KNOW STEVE FLINT AT THE NATIONAL MISSILE PLANT...

IT'S ALL A MATTER OF FIGURING OUT POSSIBLE SUSPECTS. IN THIS CASE, THEY'RE LIKELY TO BE GUYS WHO DON'T MIX WITH THE OTHERS AND ARE SO SUSPICIOUS THAT YOU CAN'T EVEN START UP A CONVERSATION WITH THEM. IT TAKES A LONG TIME TO BREAK DOWN THEIR RESERVE...

BUT WHEN YOU DID FIND A SUSPECT, THERE WERE WAYS... BET A FELLOW LIKE YOU KNOWS LOTS ABOUT WHAT GOES ON IN THE PLANT, RIGHT?

ME, I DON'T KNOW NOTHIN'. AND IF I DID, I WOULDN'T TALK ABOUT IT.

WHY SHOULD I TELL YOU... THERE'S A SABOTAGE JOB DUE TONIGHT?

GOOD... THAT SERUM GOT THROUGH TO HIM!

I WOULDN'T DO THAT IF I WERE YOU. PUT YOUR HANDS UP!
AND OVER THE NEXT FEW WEEKS... THAT'S THE FOURTH JOB IN A ROW THAT GUY STEVE FLINT HAS SPOILED FOR US! OUR ORGANIZATION'S GOT A REPUTATION FOR PERFORMANCE AND THAT JERK'S RUINING IT. I'M GOING OUT TO NATIONAL MISSILE AND SEE TO THINGS PERSONALLY... FLINT'S MORE DANGEROUS THAN I THOUGHT!

NEXT NIGHT, STEVE RECEIVED A VISITOR... A WELL-KNOWN MAN LIKE YOU COULDN'T KEEP YOUR PRESENCE IN THESE PARTS SECRET. NOW, MY KID BROTHER'S BEEN KIDNAPPED AND I SUSPECT HE'S BEEN TAKEN TO NAPLES. I WANT YOU TO GO THERE AND STAY THERE UNTIL YOU FIND HIM, SEE?

IT'S WORTH $50,000 TO ME... IN CASH, HERE AND NOW! HOW'S ABOUT IT?

SORRY, I'M OUT HERE ON VACATION AND I DON'T WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN WORK!

HE SAW THROUGH ME... HE'S EVEN MORE DANGEROUS THAN I THOUGHT. THAT'S THE MAN I'VE GOT TO FINISH OFF... IF THE REDS ARE TO GET WHAT THEY'RE PAYING US FOR!

ATTEMPTED BRIBE TO GET ME AWAY FROM HERE... THEY'RE GETTING A LITTLE SCARED OF ME! AND SOMETHING TELLS ME IT'S THE MAN I'M AFTER!

GORATTI TOOK NO CHANCES. HE ARRANGED A PRETENDED SABOTAGE JOB... MAKING SURE THAT NEWS OF IT WOULD LEAK TO STEVE...

THE BOX IS EMPTY, BUT IT'S SUPPOSED TO BE FILLED WITH EXPLOSIVES TO WRECK THE PLANT TRANSPORT SYSTEM.... YEAH... THE BOSS SURE IS SMART!

OKAY, YOU TWO REACH! ALL RIGHT, JUST D-DON'T SHOOT...

JUST AS I PLANNED IT... GET STARTED... AND BEAR DOWN FAST!
Yes, it had all gone as Goratti had planned...and now...

It's hard to realize...I'm dead!

As a newly-arrived spirit you must stand trial and be sent either to heaven or hades, but the calendar's crowded, and there'll be a long wait for your trial...

I can't just wait around here indefinitely...I've got an unfinished job on earth to take care of. The mafia...worst criminal organization in history, I've got to go down and finish the job I started on them.

No, that's impossible...it's forbidden for spirits to return to earth!

Yes, that's true, we may have to reconsider in your case...

But if you keep me here it means you're on the side of crime and that's not fair...the unknown is supposed to be impartial!

Don't you dare Grim Reaper! That would be a sign that you're against me...and you know what I do to anyone who's against me!

Gulp!: Don't worry, Satan...I won't grant him permission...

He's gone...now listen to me! Unless I can go back down, crime will continue...worse than ever! You're a spirit...so you must have lived on earth once, right?

I sure did...until I got up here and they gave me the job, as the latest in the line of grim reapers.
BACK ON EARTH, I USED TO OWN A NICE LITTLE NIGHT-SPOT OUTSIDE OF CHICAGO. I WAS KILLED WHEN IT WAS BOMBED OUT BY A MOB OF RACKETEERS LED BY A HOOD NAMED GORATTI!

Goratti! Why, he's the very man I'm after--he's the local head of the Mafia now!

THE GRIM REAPER WAS SO ANGRY THAT HE FORGOT ALL ABOUT SATAN--

That does it! I'm conferring upon you the power to go back to Earth as a revengeful spirit! But this Mafia bunch--I'm warning you, you'll be bucking something that's far too strong for you!

I'll have terrific strength--the ability to fly through the air and appear and disappear at will--and I'll be invulnerable to things that would kill a mortal man!

That won't be enough. The Mafia is a terror organization--your only chance is to pay them back in the same coin. You'll need a costume--something symbolic of your mission that will strike fear into their hearts!

And before the magic of the Grim Reaper...

I'll be a phantom avenger--and men will know me as Nemesis!

Yahooooo!

Earth... make way for Nemesis!
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PHANTOM CARD TRICK. You show a card fluorescent card of any card. You place all cards under a handy box. Two are removed but they are not the selected card. You then go to the room and come back using the box for your hand. Now you have complete vanish. No. 81377, Price .50¢

A Fabulous Collection

84 CARD TRICKS. A fine assortment of Professional Card Tricks especially selected for the amateur. Can be easily performed with any deck of cards and can be mastered in a short time. No sleights required. It is a good idea to have a deck of cards in your possession when you are on the road, as it is a great source of amusement for you to have ready at hand. No. 81520, Price .50¢

SECRET WONDER MIRROR. You see them—they can't see you. You manipulate the secret wonder mirror used by police to secretly view suspects. Insert in your pocket and be the hero of the party. Really good. It's a must for you. No. 81289, Price .50¢

GAMBLER'S EXPOSE ACT. Amazing trick of card sharp. An act you can do in showrooms, cafes, hotels, private parties, etc. Easy to learn, requires no sleight of hand, no sleight of hand, no sleight of hand. No. 81657, Price $1.00

SINGING DECK. One minute every card in the deck is different. Then every card is the same. A very famous deck. They take a card and you will tell them which one they selected even after they hide both hands behind a desk. Complete with 10 tricks. Many other possibilities too. Over 20 tricks. Stock is plenty. No. 81233, Price $2.00

THE HUMAN MEN. Now you too can have your own comedy magic act. Just place an empty tray in front of an audience. Then tap him gently on the head and he appears in his mouth. Another tap — another boy. As a hobby, as a pastime, or as a means with which to entertain visitors in a hotel. Complete instructions. Easy to do. No. 904, Price .75¢

POSTAGE AND HANDLING ON ALL ORDERS

FAMOUS MAGIC DECK. New complete lesson on how to hypnotize others including astonishing "sleep and learn" technique. How to hypnotize others is a secret that was once the preserve of the professional. Now you too can learn the secrets of hypnotism. No. 81491, Price $1.00

AMAZING MAGIC SET. Big beautiful gift set that includes hypnotizing tricks of professional magicians made easy for you. Perform any trick in 2 to 5 minutes. Sympathy and applause all cards are at all times. Easy as telling time. Complete with instructions and rubber tricks. Hours of fun for you. Order now! No. 81665, Price $2.00

Giant Catalogue of Professional Magic

HERE'S 1000 MORE TRICKS YOU CAN DO!

Please add 25¢ for postage and handling. All orders must be prepaid.

Please add 25¢ for postage and handling. All orders must be prepaid.

ORDER THIS TODAY!

WORLD'S GREATEST FUN & MAGIC CATALOG

ONLY 25¢ Postpaid

It's a Knockout! Over 100 Pages! 700 Pictures! Laugh! Fun! Jokes! Tricks! Stunts! Magic! Surprises! Novelities! Most sensational book ever published! Hundreds and hundreds of exciting tricks you want to do. Rush name and address and only 25¢ today! Hurry! We'll rush catalog to you post paid.
THERE'S GORATTI NOW—TALKING WITH ONE OF THE NATIONAL MISSILE WORKERS, MAN MUST BE A MAFIA MEMBER...

FLYING HIGH ABOVE, HE FOLLOWED THE WORKER HOME...

GUESS IT'S TIME TO CRACK DOWN...

WHAT THE...!

NOT SURE WHETHER YOU SEE ME OR NOT, EH?

K-KEEP A WAY, WHATEVER YOU ARE!

YOUR BULLETS CAN'T HURT ME. IT'S TOO LATE FOR THAT!

BAM! BAM!

YOU CAN DROP THAT GUN... AND TELL ME WHAT WERE YOU TALKING OVER WITH GORATTI?

AFRAID TO TELL YOU... BUT I CAN'T HELP MYSELF...

THAT NAME WAS ALL I COULD FIND OUT... THE MAN'S TERRORIZED OF THE MAFIA, BUT IT'S A DING BUM'S HAPPENING OUT IN DRUMMOND FOREST... AND I'VE GOT TO FIND OUT WHAT IT IS!

DOWN THERE... SMOKE!
THEY'VE SET FIRE TO THE WOODS!
AND WITH THE DIRECTION OF
THE WIND, THAT FIRE WILL SWEEP
THROUGH THE FOREST—HEADING
Straits FOR THE
MISSILE PLANT!

HOW TO
DEFEAT THE
EVIL PLANT?
SOARING
UPWARD
HE SIGHTED,
FAR AWAY...

THERE'S
A DAM IN THE
HILLS ABOVE—
AND THAT SPELLS
WATER!

DAM...
MAKE WAY FOR
NEMESIS!

CR-RASH!

THE RELEASED WATERS THUNDERED DOWN—
EXTINGUISHING THE WOODLAND FLAMES BELOW!

THE WAY THE
WATER'S HEADING,
IT'LL MISS THE
PLANT, THANK
GOSH!

R-ROARR!
HE LOOKS LIKE-STEVE FLINT! MUST BE ALWAYS IN MY WAY...AND NOW HE'S A GHOST...WHICH WILL MAKE HIM HARDER THAN BEFORE TO RECKON WITH!

GORATTI WAS DETERMINED, RELENTLESS--AND HE KNEW HOW TO DEAL WITH ENEMIES! THIS TIME HE VISITED JONATHAN JONES, MOST FAMOUS OF ALL GHOST-BREAKERS--

FROM AS MUCH AS YOU'VE TOLD ME, I DON'T THINK THAT I WANT TO SELL YOU MY SERVICES. I CAN BREAK ANY GHOST--BUT NOT FOR YOU!

OKAY, BOYS--GO AHEAD!

ONE THING ABOUT A GHOST: HE HAS NO REFLECTION--AND IF HE HAD ONE, HE'LL LOSE HIS POWERS! THERE'S A WAY TO HELP CREATE A REFLECTION--THROUGH LIGHT OF TERRIFIC CANDLE POWER--AND IF YOU CAN DO IT, YOU'VE GOT HIM...LIRED! SPARE ME AND I'LL TELL YOU--THE DETAILS--

NO...DON'T--

READY TO PLAY BALL? EITHER YOU GIVE ME THE STRONGEST MOST EFFECTIVE GHOST-BREAKING DEVICE KNOWN...OR ELSE--

IT WAS SHORTLY THERE-AFTER THAT THE NATIONAL MISSILE CORPORATION ANNOUNCED TWO ANNOUNCEMENTS OF IMPORTANCE--

DESPITE A WAVE OF SABOTAGE, NATIONAL MISSILES ANNOUNCED THAT ITS GREAT NEW MISSILE ROCKET WILL BE READY FOR A BLASTOFF ON OCTOBER 16. THE COMPANY FURTHER ANNOUNCED THE COMPLETION OF A HIGHER-IMPROVED GROUND-TO-AIR TRACKING MISSILE WHICH WILL ALSO BE READY FOR TESTING AT ABOUT THAT TIME.

I'VE DECIDED TO LET THE LAUNCHING OF THAT MISSILE SHOT GO OFF ON SCHEDULE. DON'T WORRY, IT'LL NEVER REACH THE MOON--THE FOOLS DON'T REALIZE THAT WE'VE GIVEN THEM THE MEANS TO DEFEND IT!

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, BOSS?!

ISN'T IT OBVIOUS? WE'RE GOING TO USE THEIR GROUND-TO-AIR TRACKING MISSILE TO SCORE A KILL ON THE ROCKET! OKAY, BOYS, BEAT IT...I WANT TO THINK--
THE LAUNCHING DAY will be the first time they'll have the rocket out in the open with large numbers of people around... and it's a cinch that the GHOST will be on the watch! Well... I'll be prepared for him!

LAUNCHING DAY...

There she goes... launched safely. Guess my job's done.

A MILE AWAY, DOWN THE RANGE, THE GUIDED MISSILE HAD BEEN SET IN TESTING POSITION. IT WAS CAREFULLY GUARDED...

...but no sudden attack like this could have been anticipated, but a mighty guardian was streaking above...

Holy smoke, it's the MAFIA... I can make out GORATTI! Down there!

BAM!

IT'S TIME FOR NEMESIS!
Fighting like a tornado, he didn't notice the strange preparations that were being made... quick, before he can see what we're up to... move up those mirrors!

All right, you men... out of the way!

Now a searchlight beam of terrific power caught Nemesis squarely. burned into his eyes...

Oh...!

But as Steve grew weaker under the remorseless light, the reflections grew stronger, stronger...

Now they seemed to have their own identity, and mocked the weakened Nemesis...

Where's your power now? Where's all the strength gone? Ha, ha! You can't save the rocket from the ground-to-air missile we're going to send after it... it'll be blasted out of the skies!
The Circle of Mirrors was closed around Nemesis so that the reflections could hold the weakened ghoul captive, but what was this? He wasn't through yet...

Heard what he said... about blasting the rocket, got to... pull myself together... got to...

My own reflections... robbed me... of my power. Can't get it back... while they're still there. So... weak...

It was his weakness that made him pitch forward helplessly, colliding with several of the mirrors...

The shattered glass destroyed some of the awful reflections, and Nemesis felt some of his strength surge back... enough to attack the remaining mirrors...

Coming at you!

I did it! I destroyed them, got away!

Once more he was strong... all-powerful! But meanwhile, the missile had been prepared to overtake the moon rocket... Stay back! Stay back!

Wham!
But at that very moment...

Sorry... the only thing going back is you!

Yagh!

I threw him... and the blastoff caught him...

Too bad, but you lived by violence... and in the end, it caught up with you, Goratti!

Great Scott! That missile! There it goes, homing in on the rocket! It's gone... I can't prevent that deadly meeting... unless...

---unless maybe I can!

3,000 miles an hour... and I've got to better that to catch her! I'm giving it my best... but can I do it?
Steadily, the missile cut down the distance...approaching nearer and nearer to the rocket...

Now Nemesis made his greatest effort, growing to giant size, in a burst of terrific speed...

DAILY CALL

America makes it to moon
Wins in space race with soviet

The nation rejoiced...but they didn't know the real story that lay behind the headlines...

Yes...including the greatest danger of all...I'm dead now, a phantom, but that will give me the powers I didn't have on earth...powers to use for evil!

Well, I guess I did what I had to. It was a great job, Nemesis! But you've just begun...you don't know the terrible dangers that will confront you...

Unknown

Enough powers to destroy the ghost that was responsible for my death...Nemesis!

There's a giant duel shaping up...a meeting of two terrific phantoms! Watch this magazine for the next breathless installment of Nemesis!
GET AHEAD! Be an Auto Mechanic!

New, Easy Way to Train at Home in Spare Time

EARN MORE, WORK STEADY, LIVE BETTER . . . Start training now for a bright future as an auto mechanic—be ready in months, not years. According to government sources, "employment of automobile mechanics is expected to increase rapidly during the 1960's and in the longer run." Auto dealers alone could use 40,000 mechanics. And a noted Detroit executive said that the nation needs 25,000 more repair shops.

You don't need to give up your present job or work for years as a low-pay apprentice. You can learn at home in your spare time. Let CTI train you—in months. For free details, just fill out and mail coupon. Do this today.

MANY STUDENTS EARN MONEY AS THEY TRAIN

CTI training often pays its own way. A surprising number of students report that they earn money in spare time. They fix cars for neighbors and fellow workers. Such work not only provides the student with cash, it also helps him acquire practical experience. Students are able to apply CTI training early in the course because the lessons are so practical.

These Men Are Making Good

"Since starting my automotive course, I have worked on almost 50 different repair jobs, some including major overhaul."—Dale Gricee, Wisner, Neb. . . . "The auto course helps me in rebuilding engines. Also I am making more money that I ever did—have had two pay raises."—Frederick Baul, General, N. Y. . . . "I earn a good living and am getting much more money."—Angelo Carriere, Altoona, Pa. . . . "Started with a Ford dealer soon after I received my CTI diploma."—Robert Bloemke, North Wales, Pennsylvania.

Own a Repair Shop

Here is your opportunity to be your own boss, to become independent. Here also is an opportunity to go on your own without a large investment. You can start in your own back yard, or in the garage, as some CTI students do. If you do repair work as you train, you may have a nice business under way by the time you graduate. Be your own boss.

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

CTI training is waiting for you. So are dedicated instructors who will guide your training, help you if you need it. Get complete details: Fill out, fill out and mail the handy coupon. We will send you an opportunity booklet, as well as lesson samples. By reading the facts, you can determine for yourself whether you'd like to get into this highly-paid, secure field. Mail coupon today!

Commercial Trades Institute
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

15 Kits of Tools and Testing Instruments to Help You Learn Fast—by Practicing

MECHANIC'S TOOLS INCLUDING SOCKET SET AND TRAY
TORQUE WRENCH
VISCO-ANALYZER (VOLT-AMPERE TESTER)
CAM ANGLE TACHOMETER
VACUUM GAUGE AND FUEL PUMP TESTER; COMPRESSION TESTER
STARTER CURRENT BATTERY CELL TESTER
POWER TIMING LIGHT INDICATOR

Testing instruments help locate engine and electrical system troubles quickly, save effort. You also get a set of mechanic's tools. Only CTI sends so much equipment.

30 Job Experience Projects Included

These projects help you bridge the gap between "lesson learning" and actual repairing. Included are such subjects as Spark Plug Troubleshooting, Distributor Servicing, Cooling System Conditioning and Fuel System Tests. You develop skill using tools, learn to test instruments. You gain confidence.

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE
1400 GREENLEAF AVENUE DEPT. A-496
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626

Send me your opportunity booklet, Make Big Money in Auto Mechanics. Also Sample Lesson. Both FREE.

Name ___________________________ Age ______
Address ____________________________________________
City ___________ Zone __________ State ______

[Advertisement for CTI training, offering various training kits and job experience, emphasizing the practical and financial benefits of learning auto mechanics through their program.]
You've seen it, folks—how do you like it? We're referring to the exciting newsbeat we've been keeping under our hats and have just sprung as a king-size surprise. "Nemesis", latest and greatest of costume heroes. If you don't believe it, trot out the competitors and he'll beat 'em up with one hand tied behind him. Seriously, we think he's something special. Not just another strong man, but a vital and vibrant character who's right for our magazine. Why? Because he's supernatural—because he's come tearing out of the Unknown itself, ready for come what may. We think you're going to go for "Nemesis" in a big way—do you agree? We'd like to hear your opinions, so please write to The Editor, "Adventures Into The Unknown", 331 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. As ever, we'll try to publish interesting letters.

"Dear Editor:"

I have just finished "Adventures Into The Unknown" and I think the idea of the story "Medal Of Honor" was terrific! Also, I think the art was supreme and would like to congratulate the artist. There was just one thing that I think was wrong about the story. I disagree with the fact that you have Amos Martin go into the past and then come back to the present. What this amounts to is that he may actually live for a few thousand years. He might even go back and meet himself in the past! According to my above statement (you may or may not agree with me) Amos should have met himself, unless he had already run away. Aside from this, I think your book is great and I can't wait until the next issue!

- Bradley D. Kronstat,
521 Queen Street, Westbury, N. Y.

You've raised a ticklish point that affects all time travel stories, Brad. Actually, it doesn't pay to go so deeply into things. Better to accept an interesting story setup as just that and enjoy it! We try to keep things as authentic and plausible as possible, but in some situations, fiction can only go so far before coming up against a snag. Don't look for snags, because they can spoil your fun!

"Dear Editor:"

Subject: "Adventures Into The Unknown"
Opinion: Excellent. (Most of the time.) Although I have been reading and enjoying "A. I. T. U." for quite some time, this is my first letter of cheers or jeers. But after finishing No. 149, I felt I had to write. "Medal Of Honor" in my opinion, was one of your best and Shane O'Shea and Chic Stone were again great. Truth is I am a bit partial to Shane O'Shea stories! "Watch Your Step, Fella" was rather cute in a nutty sort of way, because in my opinion, it just didn't have a plot, no impact. And "Medicine Man's Curse" was slightly stupid. In short, "Medal Of Honor" was the only good one and it alone would have made this issue! Again cheers and thanks for a terrific magazine. But please, please, please, no "steady character", we get enough of them in other comics. And in closing—even if you do occasionally slip on a story, or the art gets sloppy, no one is perfect—not even, unfortunately, Shane O'Shea. So as long as you keep printing "A. I. T. U.", I'll keep on buying it! P.S. "Herbie" is great!

-Mrs. Galile Blalock,
2876 Sixth St., Apt. No. 3,
Riverside, Calif.

Thanks for a nice letter, Mrs. Blalock. We couldn't disagree more than about "Watch Your Step, Fella". That one was offbeat from the word go. It was designed to show wild and woolly adventures in space with tongue very definitely in cheek, and we think it did so with complete success. It was the combination of a zany yarn like this with a story of grim adventure like "Medal Of Honor" which lent variety and balance to this issue, we'd say. About steady characters—we've always avoided them because it seemed to us that supernatural and science fiction stories such as we run are too varied, too different one from the other to attempt to connect them through the use of steady characters. However, readers have been pressuring us to come up with a "costume hero". If we find some way that he can fit into our formula—who knows? But we'd have to be convinced, first, that he'd be an improvement. Finally, glad you like "Herbie". Let us point out that he was a steady character, running in occasional issues of "Forbidden Worlds" until his popularity gave him his own book.

"Dear Editor:"

Until I purchased issue No. 144 of "Adventures Into The Unknown" I felt you were turning out a good magazine. But the pages wasted on "What A Picture It Would Make" were just that. Wasted! Did you ever read "The Pied Piper Of Hamlet"? What happened to the art of using one's imagination? "Coward" of the Fanfare Series was the greatest. Absolutely superb! I was thrilled and excited by just the naming of the story possibilities after reading it. Professor Meeker might have been sent back to Pickett's Charge or Bunker Hill, 'Welcome To A Hero' was a good story, but other magazines have used the plot. Please try to turn out something better than "What A Picture It Would Make". I'll bet you don't print this letter!!!
-Danny Perkins,
Route No. 1, Box 14, Bradshaw, Neb.
Of course we'll try to turn out something better than "What A Picture It Would Make". Danny, we always try to improve on anything we carry—that's what is known as progress. But very frankly, we feel that topping a story like this just isn't easy. You're completely entitled to your opinion, of course. But so are we, and our carefully considered opinion is that this story was a high quality product. Most emphatically it was influenced by "The Pied Piper Of Hamelin"—we'll excuse your misspelling—but so what? Great stories influence countless others—even "West Side Story" borrowed its plot angle from "Romeo And Juliet". It wasn't any lack of imagination that resulted in using the "Pied Piper" wrinkle. On the contrary, we feel that our writer used great imagination in his story development throughout. For instance, you can't improve on a burlesque comedian of today being a throwback to a medieval sorcerer! But we wonder if your criticism was really sincere. "I'll bet you don't print this letter" is the customary dare of someone who's used an outright attack on us as a means of having his letter printed!

"Dear Editor:-
I have finished issue No. 145 of 'A. I. T. U.' which I waited so long for. It must be labeled as the best ever in my book, but then that's what I usually think of each new issue. Zev Zimmer's 'Making Of A Man' is a story I especially enjoyed. Particularly the ending, 'The Spectral Steno' was hilarious. What a gorgeous witch! It certainly was clever and original. Thanks for a great magazine!
-Danny Perkins,
Route No. 1, Box 14, Bradshaw, Neb.
We hope we're not doing you an injustice, Danny—but now comes this letter of complete disillusion in which you state "That's what I usually think of each new issue." It sort of sounds to us as if you might have said to yourself, "I'll show these folks up. I'll send two letters, one a knock and the other a boost. They'll only publish the boost and I'll have them then!" If this was the way you were thinking, you were wrong. We like hearing nice things, but we'll willingly publish brickbats as well. Of course, we may be all wrong on this thing—maybe you never meant it this way at all. If that's the case, our apologies!

"Dear Editor:-
I must say you've got one of the most enjoyable comics out. I really enjoyed 'Medal Of Honour'. And as for the rest of the stories, they were good also. In your 'Let's Talk It Over' pages, some of the letters sent in are disgraceful. I don't think that any of your stories are below par!
-Charlotte Piper,
2 Avoca Street, Newburgh, N. Y.
We've published some stories that we had no right to. Charlotte...in other words, we've made our occasional errors. But we welcome sincere criticism when we fall down. Sometimes criticism may be wrong, or too severe. We don't mind this at all. It's only when they get vicious that we rear back and yell!

"Dear Editor:-
I have been reading your comic book since its earliest issues and I hate to say it, but you have been steadily declining. Both artwork and stories get worse every issue. Your writers are not very good, but neither are any other comic book writers today. Changing public taste has made it permissible for a writer to turn out a bad story and still have it acclaimed as good. Readers today are not as critical of stories as they were ten or eleven years ago. If your comic as it is today was put out in 1955, it would not sell at all, because it is a fairly successful magazine. When a reader criticises your writing techniques, you always reply that 'vampires and werewolves are old hat'. I think this is your way of saying that your writers are not talented enough to turn out a good weird story. Some of the stories of the early 50's were really masterpieces from every point of view. Artwork and stories were flawless. They used vampires and werewolves in their stories, but their writers were talented enough to use them in such a way that they weren't old hat. Saying that vampires, werewolves, zombies, etc., are old hat is just proving that your writers aren't smart enough to use them in an original way. Your 'new approach', as you call it, has been going for eight years now and I would say that it has become old hat! Mr. Editor, I appeal to you, if you are interested in having the biggest-selling comic book on the stands today, then why don't you change your format? Fire your present art and writing staff—to be frank, they stink. Get some of the old artists and writers of the early fifties to do your stories!
-Gerard Geary,
66 Brightwood Rd., Waltham 54, Mass.
You mean every word you say, Gerard—but man, are you on the wrong train! The stories you rave about were turned out by incompetents who couldn't hold a job today. With a few exceptions here and there, all they could do was shovel senseless horror at the reader and repeat their plots over and over. Why did they hold their jobs? Because the readers of that day were on a horror kick, and just as long as the plots were gruesome, they cared little about their quality. Today's readers are more discriminating and we can't get away with that stuff. We've retained only the better of those writers, unleashed their imaginations and turned them loose on skillfully-plotted amazing stories. And the only ones who seem unaware of the tremendous improvement are those who long for the shoddy, inferior yarns of yesteryear!
News from Tibet rarely reaches the outside world! But recent travelers have brought back a fantastic story which began on the night of June 12, 1955, when a flaming object roared out of the skies...

The object cut a fiery path through mountain forests, before exploding with a shattering roar close by a small, sleeping village...

The terrified community woke instantly in terror! Huge fires were descending on the town... already the impact had caused many casualties...

Flee! Flee! Run for help, my son! If the government does not send aid we will all perish!

Help was more than a day away! The boy ran like one possessed, reached the skeptical authorities nearly dead on his feet...

Come quickly! We need food, doctors! Something fell out of the sky on us!

If this is some prank you'll regret it! Lead the way!

Hurry! There's not a moment to spare!

A medical party was hastily assembled...

We're going as fast as we can! If it's as bad as you say, it's probably too late to do anything already!
**HOURS LATER...**

*There! You see?*

What on Earth could have put the fire out? The forest is still smoking, and yet we haven't had rain in several days! Lead the way to the town!

**THEY FOUND THE VILLAGE UNHARMED AND UNTERRIFIED:**

People sat about calmly, eating in their doorways...

Looks like we're not needed here! They've gotten medical attention already!

Let us go to my father's house! He will tell us what happened!

Father! Thank heavens you're all right! What happened?

That's what I want to know! Where'd the doctors come from? And what about all that canned food? You people have never even seen food in cans before!

We have all been snatched from the jaws of death by the mercy of Buddha! After the fire fell from the skies, we all fled in panic! The dry forests went up like tinder...

"Nothing could save us, we feared! We filled the air with our cries when suddenly...

Look! Look!

Flee!

We looked up to see a fleet of strange objects hovering above the forests! Powerful streams of liquid squirted forth, instantly taming the raging flames...

Buddha be praised! What are those objects? I fear mighty...

Buddha be praised! What are those objects? I fear mighty...

"We cowered in dread as the objects descended upon a clearing! Queer-looking creatures in peculiar garb emerged...

Will they... harm us?"

We'll soon find out!
As the matter was investigated further...

The cans contain both meat and vegetables—of a kind quite unknown on our planet!

In that case, there is but one explanation!

In time there were many explanations, but the most accepted theory was...

I believe that a fleet of flying saucers was maneuvering in space when one exploded and hurtled to Earth! The rest of the fleet investigated, and did everything possible to make up for the disaster it had caused...

That's one answer! What's yours, reader?
HOW TO STAY HEALTHY!

"THIS IS MY GREAT NEW MAGAZINE, 'HERBIE': ALL ABOUT ME. VERY FUNNY."

"CAN PROVE IT, SIMPLEBOOTZ! TRIBESMEN OF DARKEST AFRICA... HERE'S WHAT THEY THINK ABOUT IT..."

"HAW-HAW! HERBIE, HIM FRACTURE ME!

"EVEN WAY UP IN FROZEN NORTH..."

"YEE-OWWW! LOOKUM!

"NO BOther US, LATEST ISSUE HERBIE JUST COME!

"HA-HA!"

"GO UP TO DISTANT STARS... SAME STORY!"

"UH-UH... NO INVADE EARTH. HERBIE CLOBBER US!

"YUK-YUK-YUK! BUT HIM FUNNY!"

"THAT'S THE WAY IT GOES, VAGUE-HEADS OR EGGHEADS, ALL THE SAME..."

"NOW CLASS, BEFORE WE PROCEED WITH THE NEXT PROBLEM... HAW-HAW-HAW!"

"SATISFY THEM. I CAN SATISFY YOU. BETTER START BUYING "HERBIE" AT YOUR NEWSSTAND... BETTER KEEP BUYING... OR I BOP YOU WITH THIS HERE LOLLIPOP!"

AND THAT'S... THE END!
You've read tales of wizards and sorcerers, but never one like this. It's about something startling, undreamed-of...

Magic in No Man's Land!

Story: Kurato Osaki
Art: Bob Jenney

In ancient France there existed a family with strange, unearthly powers... The Latours...

There's one of them now. They... they're in league with Satan!

But this wasn't true. The Latours were good men... it was just that they could do things that no others could...

Just look at my fields. Unless we can have rain soon, we'll all starve!

Hurrah! Rain!

Yes, but where'd it come from so fast?

Let it be as they wish!
That was the Latours' secret. Always, they had the ability to control natural forces, make them obey their wishes...

It'll burn to the ground—nothing can stop that fire.

Vanish, oh flames!

One moment, wild flames... but the next...

Whatever could have happened to save it? It's a miracle!

Now let's skip to Paris, in the year 1908. Eugene Latour, last living member of this strange family, was on his uppers. He needed work, and badly. Hmmm... we Latours have never used our power of magic for money, but it's either that or starvation... so why not?

All this week
Monteux
The Magician
His feats will amaze you!

And so Eugene entered upon a career as a stage magician...

For the first time on any stage, ladies and gentlemen, I shall summon the spirits of the dead!

Boo—ooooo! Get off the stage with that nonsense! Give us something exciting... like sawing a woman in half!

Another time, another stage... I can summon a demon from the lower regions—something no human has ever before seen. Watch!
YOUR ENGAGEMENT'S CANCELLED, LATOUR--WHO NEEDS YOUR KIND OF ACT, ANYWAY? THE PUBLIC WANTS REAL MAGICIANS... THE KIND WHO CAN TELL YOU WHAT CARD YOU'RE HOLDING OR CHANGE A RED HANKIE TO BLUE... REALLY HIGH-CLASS STUFF!

MES DAMES ET MESSIEURS, I WILL NOW PROCEED TO SAW THIS LOVELY LADY IN HALF!

I BRING THEM REAL MAGIC... AND THEY WANT CHEAP TRICKS! ALL RIGHT... IF THAT'S WHAT THEY WANT, THAT'S WHAT I'LL GIVE THEM!

AND WHEN IT WAS DONE...

HURRAH!

WONDERFUL!

YAY! THAT'S WHAT I CALL A REAL MAGICIAN!

OR ELSE...

GREAT! HURRAH!

MAGNIFICENT!

GENUINE MAGIC BECAME ONLY THE FAINTEST OF MEMORIES AS HIS FORTUNE GREW, BUT NOW CAME SOMETHING THAT INTERRUPTED HIS CAREER... AS ALL EUROPE ECHOED TO THE TREAD OF MARCHING FEET...
Like all patriotic Frenchmen, Eugene Latour enlisted to defend his country...

During the years that followed he learned the ugliness and horror of warfare...

America's entrance turned the tide finally... but not before a vicious German counter-attack almost brought victory...

Eugene was a casualty...

Oh...hmm...hmm...

What happened? Who am I...?

Amnesia! Put him in an ambulance and send him back to the base hospital at once...

Remember...fighting with my outfit...but not who I am! Battle...going against them, can't leave them...to be wiped out...

(Continued on page after next)
MORNING... AS REMNANTS OF AN AMERICAN DOUGHBOY COMPANY CLING GRIMLY TO THEIR TRENCH... HOW LONG CAN WE KEEP HOLDIN' OUT, ANYWAY? WE GOT OUR ORDERS, STICK HERE AND TRY TO HOLD UP THE GERMAN ADVANCE UNTIL REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE!

OH OH... WE GOT BUSINESS!

HOLD YOUR FIRE... HE'S A FRENCH SOLDIER!

HE'S STILL ALIVE... I SAW HIM MOVE.

WELL, WE CAN'T LEAVE HIM OUT THERE TO DIE! COME ON!
Thanks for saving me...

Hey, you guys... back to work! The Huns have increased their fire—something's up!

Hurt too badly... too weak to help them... and after what they've done for me...

What they had feared came then... a German advance designed to run over their position. It was spearheaded by tanks...

We... we don't have any more grenades, even... and you can't stop tanks with rifle bullets.

Guess it's curtains for us.

If only... there was something I could do... but I'm wounded... don't even remember who I am...

Before I die... if there were some way I could help... it would sort of pave my entrance into heaven...

Here they come... nearer and nearer...
He didn't know who or what he was...but unconsciously, his hand had assumed the old magic-working gesture, and in response...

\[ \text{CRASH!} \]

\[ \text{KER-POW!} \]

What gives, anyway? Maybe we're so close to death that we're seeing things!

On the heels of the tanks came the German infantry charge...

Oh, if only I could will them the help they need...if only I could...

\[ \text{POUF!} \]

They've disappeared! Now I know I'm seeing things!

Well, here comes the last thing you'll ever see! Duck!
YOU SEE THAT PLANE BLOW UP? BOY, IT WAS LIKE MAGIC!

YEAH, AND HERE COME OUR GUYS TO RELIEVE US. NEVER THOUGHT WE'D COME THROUGH THIS ALIVE!

HEY, FRENCHIE... YOU HEAR THAT? WE'RE HOME FREE... WE'RE SAVED!

OH, GOLLY, HE... HE'S DEAD!

LOOK... THAT SMILE ON HIS FACE...

YEAH... ALMOST AS IF HE'D DONE THE THING CLOSEST TO HIS HEART... AND DIED HAPPY!
In just 2 hours after you receive "YUBIWAZA" you will be on your way to being an invincible Yubiwaza Master, at this Fast, EASY picture way or it costs you nothing.

WHAT YUBIWAZA CAN DO FOR YOU IN JUST A FEW SECONDS
11:00 P.M.—They attack you with fists and bat-

11:00 P.M.—They attack you with fists and bat-

11:00 P.M. PLUS 7 SEC-

11:00 P.M. PLUS 7 SEC-

EASY and I am now ready to show you, too, through clear, easy-

EASY and I am now ready to show you, too, through clear, easy-

I guarantee to make you a YUBI-

I guarantee to make you a YUBI-

You can use simple pressure of your finger against any joint of your opponent and with your gun or knife fall from his time hand while he himself sinks to the ground completely helpless and faint. If the neighborhood hostile bully presses you can make him say "mama" quickly with the help of YUBIWAZA.

In every SITUATION you can use simple pressure of your finger against any joint of your opponent and with your gun or knife fall from his time hand while he himself sinks to the ground completely helpless and faint. If the neighborhood hostile bully presses you can make him say "mama" quickly with the help of YUBIWAZA.

YUBIWAZA IS THE SECRETS. AMAZINGLY EASY ART OF SELF-DEFENSE THAT TURNS JUST ONE FINGER OR YOUR HANDS INTO A POTENT WEAPON OF DEFENSE—WITHOUT ANY BODILY CONTACT...

"I WEIGH ONLY 98 LBS. — YET I CAN PARALYZE A 200 POUND ATTACKER WITH JUST A FINGER—BECAUSE I KNOW YUBIWAZA!"

YUBIWAZA SYSTEM, DEPT. D, 28 BRANFORD PL., NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY

FREE WITH YOUR ORDER— THESE 2 THRILLING AND USEFUL GIFTS

"HOW TO DO STRONG-MAN STUNTS WITH EASE!"

"HOW TO DO STRONG-MAN STUNTS WITH EASE!"

Would you like to know how to "tease a license plate in half... or break bricks bare-handed, using very little strength... or to build a plank of wood in 30 seconds... or to build a bottle-like?" YOU CAN do all these things if you know the secret. And the secret is NOT brute strength— but technique. And copy of HOW TO DO STRONG-MAN STUNTS WITH EASE will show you exactly how each trick is performed! Mail in the accompanying postcard.

MAIL MONEY SAVING NO RISK FREE TRIAL Coupon now.

YUBIWAZA SYSTEM, DEPT. Y-170

205 Market St., NEWARK, 2 NEW JERSEY

Mail your complete YUBIWAZA Program in plain wrapper and I can return it to you all unopened and with full money in full. Include my free gifts with YUBIWAZA—my personal copy of HOW TO EASILY OVERCOME AND MASTER AN INFERIORITY COMPLEX, RASHFULNESS AND SHYNESS—PLUS HOW TO DO STRONG-MAN STUNTS WITH EASE.

Nothing Else To Buy—PACKED WITH PHOTOS AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY N.J. FLEMING AND HIS WIFE YOSHIHE IMANAMI

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICt COMPLETE $2.98

"YUBIWAZA IS THE SECRETS. AMAZINGLY EASY ART OF SELF-DEFENSE THAT TURNS JUST ONE FINGER OR YOUR HANDS INTO A POTENT WEAPON OF DEFENSE—WITHOUT ANY BODILY CONTACT..."
GIVE ME JUST ONE EVENING AND I’LL TEACH YOU TO HYPNOTIZE EASILY!

Hypnotize others quickly, easily—perform HYPNOTIC FEATS with EASE! Amaze friends! Demonstrate your Power to Hypnotize!

YES, it’s true! You can hypnotize easily so QUICKLY and simply you’ll be amazed! And it doesn’t take special talents or long months of study. The very first day you receive this miracle GUIDE TO HYPNOTISM you’ll be able to perform wonders that will astound everyone. It’s that SIMPLE . . . WHEN YOU KNOW HOW.

Imagine the thrill of being able to demonstrate your HYPNOTIC powers. You’ll be the center of attraction at parties or work. You’ll be able to perform and entertain with feats that have baffled millions of people. And you’ll do these wonders with EASE. For, Hypnotism is no longer a secret miracle of science but a power anyone with reasonable intelligence can use, when you know how.

23 LESSONS
HOW TO HYPNOTIZE
Simple Technique
HOW TO AWAKEN SUBJECT
THE POST-HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION
HOW TO DEVELOP NEW PERSONALITY
CURING BAD HABITS
HYPNOTIZE YOURSELF
THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION
HOW TO ENTERTAIN

SIMPLE SECRETS REVEALED AT LAST

For years the knowledge of how to produce hypnotic sleep has been so used but only a few have mastered this art. But now the veil of secrecy has been lifted and the innermost secrets and techniques revealed. The fact is that Hypnotism is a scientific fact that anyone with average intelligence can learn. Once you know the secrets and methods you can bring about this strange and wonderful control that has been used by doctors, psychiatrists and entertainers in the past. Yes, this remarkable phenomenon will be yours to use for pleasure, self-development and countless other benefits.

YOU CAN PERFORM HYPNOTIC FEATS!

First, you must understand that what another person does with Hypnotism, you can also learn to do. A person who has learned to hypnotize may make people laugh, shout, stop smoking, recall childhood memories, get folks to sing, dance . . . do any things. And the most amazing thing of all is—HOW EASY IT IS TO DO!

SO EASY TO MASTER!

Here at last complete and easily learned course in Hypnotism. In three hours, simple chapters you learn the secrets of Hypnotism and how to Hypnotize. No long, technical, mumbo-jumbo explanations are given. The entire 23 lesson Guide to Hypnotism is written in plain, simple language that anyone with average intelligence can understand. After the third lesson you are able to begin performing countless techniques clearly explained in the next 20 lessons. You may learn how to cure bad habits in yourself and others, how to BUILD PERSONAL MAGNETISM, and you’ll learn how to MAKE MONEY.
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MY SECRET NEW
DYNAFLEX METHOD
CAN BUILD YOU A MAGNIFICENT NEW
HE-MAN-MUSCLED BODY IN JUST TEN MINUTES
A DAY—with absolutely NO weights—NO bar-bells
—NO EXERCISE AT ALL!

Yes! If they LAUGH at you now when you take off your shirt—they'll be amazed—once they've seen the rugged DYNAFLEX BODY I can give you! I'll build you a tough massive body—shoulders clad with solid inches of he-man BRAWN! I'll give you bulging biceps, trip-hammer fists, power-packed legs, and a chest that will have you popping the buttons off your shirt with pride! (—says MIKE MARVEL, "Builder of Champion Bodies")

In my classes this same course of Instruction would cost $110.00.

STRONG-MAN BODY THAT'S
ADMIRED!

Be honest. Do you KNOW you envy the boy with the virile, magnificent build? 205 Market Street.

Everyday you wonder if you'll ever have a body tough, deadly streamlined, with wonderful lines. And you're not alone! They have it!—a body that is

GIVES ME TEN MINUTES A DAY
—THAT'S ALL!

After DYNAFLEX, you'll be able to roll up your sleeves and take a look at your body, and be PROUD of your muscle buildup. You'll have a strong and masculine body—just the thing for romance and self-confidence. And with a solid physique, you will be able to do more things around the house—feel better, faster—easier.

FREE! "SECRETS OF BEING
ATTRACTION!

Fellow! Mail the coupon now, and receive MIKE MARVEL's FREE GIFT to you, MIKE MARVEL's SECRETS OF BEING ATTRACTION! This exciting and informative booklet will tell you how to install that new, phlegmatic look that people love! It's a natural, it's a perfect look—just the thing for the attractive personality! At parties, in the street, on the road, you'll capture attention, and—over time—make a lasting impression. You'll be the envy of the neighborhood, and you'll see how the ladies clustering around you, effortlessly! Yes, the general public will have you watch with envy, as you grow in stature and look like a man.

MAIL MONEY SAVING NO-RISK FREE TRIAL COUPON NOW!

MIKE MARVEL SYSTEM, Dept.M-438, 285 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

Check as many of the boxes you desire;
FREE GIFT IN 10 DAYS:

[ ] Overweight
[ ] Small chest
[ ] Weak arms
[ ] Flabby skin
[ ] Flabby shoulders
[ ] Weak hands
[ ] guitars and body shape
[ ] Larry
[ ] Media
[ ] Strong
[ ] Gym
[ ] Maps
[ ] Work
[ ] Men
[ ] Women
[ ] Youth

Outside USA: Send International Money Order or cash, Great Britain: $1.50 is about 15 shillings. For air mail delivery, send 1 pound.